Ms great hero as a boy, the greatest man in the world he    101
now  considered him.   He  studied  Ms  campaigns,  Ms
favorite maneuvers, and frequently quoted one of Ms
sayings: "The art of overcoming obstacles is the art of
refusing to think this or that is an obstacle."
He studied too all the nineteenth century armies made
up of volunteers and came to realize the enormous diffi-
culties they must face. He did not brush aside those
difficulties as unimportant, but always went back to the
principle that the one necessary quality in an army was
high morale. He made special studies of 1863 and the
reasons for its failure: they had prepared the moral
strength of the insurrection, but till the very last minute
had made no plans for its physical strength—especially
important since they were arrayed against the enormous
physical strength of Russia.
His studies of 1863 gave him confidence in the latent
strength of the nation. He firmly believed that the Poles
were capable of a big endeavor. Events proved that he
was right. Indeed the renaissance of the national spirit
presupposes the survival of moral forces inaccessible to
despair.
Bojowka's affairs were not going very well. Their
raids resulted in very little money and daily expenses
grew. Funds were needed for printing, for members'
trials, for men in hiding, for others who escaped from
prison and must be sent abroad. Sometimes a man, feel-
ing pursuers on his trail, hadn't half a rouble to hail a
passing doroshky and throw them off the scent.
The authorities redoubled their efforts, They had
spies everywhere. A period of reaction set in, with many
arrests and frequent executions at the Citadel. The party
became smaller and smaller, particularly after the Rus-
sians adopted a new scheme to break up these
terroristic activities. The actual participants escaped,
but orders were issued to arrest five men, chosen at ran-
dom from a list of the members, and hang them for tMs

